At Analytics Engines,
we see data differently.
Our expert team delivers creative, agile
data solutions, which are as unique
as the challenges they solve.
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Using Artificial Intelligence
to help improve Road Quality.
Potholes are a major issue for local councils and road users across the UK and Ireland, causing
damage vehicles, injuries to passengers and impacting on local economic performance.
According to the Asphalt Industry Alliance (AIA) most recent Annual Local Authority Road Maintenance (ALARM) survey, there are 7,240 fewer miles of road reported to be in good condition,
and 1,100 more miles of roads classed as poor across England and Wales. The survey also found
that claims for road user compensation against local authorities in England cost a total of £22.5
million in 2018/2019, of which £14.7 million related to staff costs.
For the road user, Kwik Fit has estimated that the damage caused to vehicles from potholes in
2017 cost £915 million to repair. And the Automobile Association has estimated that 3,500 claims
had been made for pothole damage in 2017.

8,863

Average number of potholes
filled per authority over past year.

Data to Transform Operations.
For public infrastructure authorities working with increasingly limited budgets,
Analytics Engines’ developed a solution
called DATO - or ‘Data to Transform Operations’ - to identify potholes and predict
road conditions.

£22.5 million

Cost of compensation against local
authorities in England in 2018- 2019,
£14.7 million of which related to
staff costs.

Developed using advanced Transfer
Learning techniques, DATO is a hybrid
data analytics solution, that utilises machine learning, image detection technologies and accelerometer data to identify
potholes in real-time and predict road
quality over time. The intelligence gathered is then presented to users via an intuitive, no-code dashboard.
By providing real-time insight into current
road quality, and predictive insight into future road quality, DATO enables public authorities to proactively plan maintenance
activities, reducing cost and optimising
resource allocation.

+64% more expensive

Reactive road maintenance across the England
and Wales was on average 64% more expensive
than planned maintenance.
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The Solution
DATO uses a range of innovative technologies in
order to provide Public Infrastructure Authorities
with the insight they need to more proactively
address road quality issues.
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Computer Vision
The solution utilises a Masking Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) model to capture pothole location and shape and to extract that
information from camera footage.
Accelerometer
Accelerometer technology is used to provide
measurement of general road quality over
time for individual road segments.
Hybrid Solution
As the vehicles are driven, new data, from
both the camera and the accelerometer is
collected and uploaded to the cloud platform
for analysis. The results of the analysis provide
insights into road defects and their severity.

Connected Transport.
Working in collaboration with DELL Technologies, DATO has been installed as a demonstrator
within the ‘Connected Transportation’ section of DELL’s Customer Solutions Center Innovation
Lab in Limerick.
Jeff McCann, Director & CSC Global Lead for Edge & Telco Solutions, said: “ We are really excited
to demonstrate to customers DATO from Analytics Engines, and how we enable their solutions
with our portfolio of edge and multi-cloud capabilities.
“ This is a fantastic use case of how emerging technologies such as deep learning and neural
networks enhance machine vision technology in the real world, with a practical example of road
maintenance monitoring. ”

About Analytics Engines
Specialists in data integration, machine learning, AI, in-depth analytics and visualisations,
Analytics Engines delivers market-leading data analytics solutions to organisations
throughout industry and the public sector.
Trusted by RTÉ, the National Gallery and Innovate UK, Analytics Engines’ data solutions
reduce complexity, optimise performance and build intelligence. Analytics Engines has
been named by Tech Nation as among the UK’s most innovative AI companies to watch
in 2020. To find out more, visit analyticsengines.com.

